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encounter this evi.—although it is far from an incon

siderable o n —than the, perhaps, unavoidable conse

quence of bad tone, which, I fear, must necessarily

result from the employment of C strings no longer than

the G string. In thu instance, as before, that true

conservatism Disraeli las tanght myself and the rest

of the great Conservative party is "compromise.11

The Harmonious Blacksmith.

BUN SCBEENS.

[4286.]—Will " A Fellow of the Royal Astronomical

Society "allow me to point ont that his suggestion

(let. 4228, v. 273) in refereies to smoking instead of

silvering the field lens is not theoretically so perfect :

indeed, the principle can hardly been said to be the

same. They are both dependent on the effect of

" minute solid particles, in the one case of carbon, in

the other of Bilver," it is true, but the former act by

absorption, the latter by reflection. The field lens

would consequently be much warmed in the first case,

and hardly at all in the second. With a large aper

ture, the heating of tho field lens from this cause might

be considerable, althongh the actual focus is formed

some little distance beyond it. But there is another

consideration—viz., that though a sufficient thickness

of lampblack will undoubtedly absorb all light and

much heat, yet a considerable portion of the heat is

transmitted through it, as mnch, I think, as 38 per cent

for a film of ordinary thickness. The carbon particles

are not by any means so athermanous as they are

opaque, and I need not say that transmitted heat is un-

plensant to the eye of the observer. In the case of a

bright silver surface everything, heat as well as light,

is reflected back and away up the tube again. I hope

" F.R.A.S." will ezcuse my calling to the attention of

his readers these to him well-known, though possibly

overlooked, facts.

By the way, I remember that a short time ago one

of your correspondents raised an objection to Mr.

Berthon'a plan of silvering the lens, on the ground that

the reflected rays would converge and form a hot fozua

on the object side of the

lens, which might produce

a disturbance from convec

tion currents. Eliminate

the word hot, and the closing

clause dependent thereon,

and the sentence is correct ;

the focus is undoubtedly

formed, but it is not hot.

In the intense focus of an

electric light, the air might

be actually at a freezing

temperature, while a piece

of blackened platinum

placed in it would be in-

stantly rendered incandes

cent. If a substance does

not absorb heat, it cannot

be warmed by any quantity

paesing through it. Pure

air ia almost perfectly

djathermanous, and conse

quently is quite unaffected

by the passage of radiant

li<a\ however intense.

A very striking experiment

in proof, or rather illus

tration, of this is the follow

ing, devised by Br. Tyndall.

Take an air thermometer with a single large clear thin

bulb, bo sensitive that momentary contact with the

finger will notably depress the column of liquid (I say

■tt prc$\ because in these instruments the bulb is at

the summit of the stem ). Place this in the rays of the

electric light converged with glass lenses, so that the

intense focus may be formed in the centre of its bulb.

Althongh the glare is intolerable, not a motion of the

liquid ensues, the raya pass through the air without

communicating any warmth to it. As Tyndall ob

serves, " A person on first seeing this can hardly be

lieve his eyes." Of course, if the glass be slightly

lampblacked, or even if a little tobacco smoke be intro

duced into the bnlb, a most violent depression of the

column ia instantly produced. Sibios.

18 LIGHT INVISIBLE ?

T4287.]—John Hopkins (let. 4259) some time since

saw an experiment described " to prove the invisibility

of light.'* I presume it was the beautiful experiment

shown by Professor Tyndall in his lecture on " Atmo

spheric Dast ;" bnt our correspondent is not satisfied

with the deduction therefrom that light ia invisible, and

proceeds very neatly to state the dilemma or " fix ;"

bnt I think he will find that the dilemma arises, as in

most other cases, from an ambiguous meaning attached

to one of the terms employed—in this case I think the

ambiguity is in the word visible. If the visibility of

light only meant that light proceeding from incandes

cent or reflecting bodies in the direct line of vision of

the spectator excites the optic nerve and produces in

the brain tho sensation of light, then the visibility

might be admitted. Bat visibility means more than

this.

Before light can be pronounced to be visible, it

must be shown that it can be seen in whatever line it is

proceeding, even thongh that line should be vertical or

at right angles to the line of vision. For instance, let

the spectator stand in a square chamber, his back to

the wall. In the wall on his right hand is an opening

admitting the sunlight, which falls upon the wall on

his left He is conscious that the wall nn his left ia

illuminated, because the light is reflected to his eye,

and excites the optic nerve accordingly ; but the light

passing through the chamber from right to left is

invisible. He may, perhapB, perceive a faint pathway

of apparent light; bnt this wonld be only illuminated

atmospheric dust. He cannot see the sunbeam, but

only " the gay motes that people the sunbeam." No1

if a spray of water, or a jet of steam, or a cloud of

smoke were passing from right to left, it would be

visible, and would obscure the view of the wall of the

chamber immediately in front of the spectator; bnt

light in its transit is invisible, and the wall opposite

is distinctly discerned, which it would not be if the

light were visible ; and it is well for us that light is

not visible, if it were we might almost as well be blind,

for we should see nothing else distinctly. I think we

must conclude that although light is tho exciting cause

of vision, it is in itself invisible. Bobo.

MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

[4288.] —It has been asked from time to time

through the medium of the English Mechanic how

a magneto-electric machine can be constructed : al

thongh there are many contributors better able than

myself to answer this question, I venture in a humble

way to do so. The Figs. 1, 2, and 3, will assist me to

describe its various parts. There are many kinds of

magneto-electric machines, but the principle is the

same in them all. Fig, 1 is a representation of one

most commonly in use ; A is a powerful horse-shoe

magnet ; B B are reels which are generally made of

boxwood, on to which is coiled a quantity of moderately

fine, insulated wire ; in the centre of each reel is placed

round soft iron, joined to C G, which is also soft

iron; but as this part of the machine is the most

difficult to understand, I will go more into details

directly. I) ia the armature of the magnet A, made

of soft iron, which can be moved to regulate the

current. E represents a grooved wheel for the nse of a

gut band, commnnicating motion to another grooved

wheel seen in Fig. 2, E. F is a toothed wheel

running in another wheel attached to E, to increase

its speed ; a handle is screwed on the axis of F. G

represents the framework made of brass to snit the

requirements of the machine. I will direct attention

now to Fig. 2 ; the secret of these machines depends

materially upon the construction of the spindle which

carries the reels of wire. D is a round piece of iron,

fled flat on two sides at F, but not at the end beyond

F. One part of the spindle is electrically insulated

from the other, which may be done in the following

manner:—Let a moderately-sized hole be drilled into

D horizontally, and insert a piece of ivory or vul

canite ; a hole is then to be drilled into the ivory to

admit the thin part of the spindle C ; care mast be

taken not to drill the hole in the ivory deep enough

to allow C to touch D. The wire must be wound on

the reels as follows : Each reel is filled separately, a

length of wire must be left to come outside of each ;

let the wire in the first reel be wound on from right to

left under the reel, and of course left to right

above, but the second reel in an opposite direction ;

the two ends from the inside of the reels are soldered

together not to touch D, then one of the free ends is

soldered to D, shown at G ; the other end to C at H

which must not touch D. The reels when fixed in the

machine are shown in Fig. 1. The C end of the

spindle runs in a hole in a plate parallel with the

magnet ; the end F cornea through H, which is a bit of

box-wood fixed in plate G to insulate F from the other

part of the machine. This leads me to explain Fig. 8,

which shows the top and behind of plate G. H is a

stiff spring screwed to the projection at the top of G,

and made to bend to the back, that it may press on

the spindle at F, Fig. 2, but the 6pring must not

touch the flat sides. The machine complete is put

into a suitable box, a binding screw goes through one

end and into I, Fig. 1, another through the other end,

bnt a spring must be attached to this, and not touch

the machine except theF end of the spindle D, against

H, Fig. 1. I think a little attention to the diagrams,

&c., will give some idea how these machines are con

structed, but it must be understood who ever constructs

one should use judgment at every stage of his progress,

as success depends upon exactness in every part.

J. Thompson.

»E. L. G.V COMET.

[4289.] —"Havthg no case, abuse the plaintiff's

solicitor." "E. L. G." is getting ont of temper, and

therefore ont of judgment, or he would not have written

the first paragraph of let. 4288, p. 276, in which he

ignores some of my arguments as though they were

mere unsupported assertions, as is tho case with too

many of bis own. He must remember, however, that

if I replied to one of his extraordinary fallacies, " This

is absurd," I did not do bo as an ex cathedrd condemna

tion, bat gave the reason why it was absurd, a reason

to which he has given no reply.

So also as to my argument as to the pressures re

sulting from the supposed fall of 10ft. per minute of

water ; he actually goes so far as to falsi fy my argument

by saying that I "invent some unknown law whereby

water that fell on land would not remain thereon long

enough to press it." I did nothing even resembling this,

but pointed out the self-evident fact that if the earth

is coated with a mere elastic film, which " E. L. G."

asserts wonld be disturbed by this pressure, then the

water falling all over the surface would press squally on

sea and land, and therefore not produce the result

stated, bnt would produce the opposite as soon as the

water ran off the land. Nor is it at all reasonable that

" E. L. G." shonld foist his responsibilities upon me

by asking how I got the water back from the sea. I

never put it there, I do not believe it ever was there,,

bnt as '• E. L. G.*' asserts that it was, and in quantity

sufficient to cover sea and land, it is for him to show

how the drainage was effected. I see how he means to

do this ; he proposes to lower the sea bed, and bo make

a cavity, and to raise the Andes, Himalayas, Alps, and

other great ranges, so making space for water. But,

as he tells us he is the " defender of natural law versus

miracles," he must show where the force came from to

effect this. He has brought the water in a comet, and

so arranged things that the whole earth is submerged ;

it is, therefore, on his showing a mass of fused minerals

covered with a film of solidified materials, and again

by a stratum more or less deep of water, of course in

the form of a spheroid of rotation. Now, what new force

disturbed this condition of equilibrium, depressing one

portion and elevating others of the covering film ? Ordi

nary earthquakes and volcanoes may be accounted for

by gradual cooling and contraction of the mass, but

not this sndden and enormous change.

Again, (>E. L. G." permits his wrath to overmaster

the most ordinary courtesy, when he ventures to Bay he

" does not believe " Roscoe or Huggins made a remark

I quoted, and the source of which I named, copying

and giving it as a verbatim extract. The words will

be found on p. 258 of the first edition of Roscoe's

" Spectrum Analysis ; " nor can I see that, whether

Roscoe was playing the buffoon or no in making the

statement, I was doing bo in quoting it in reply to the

ridiculous assertions and baseless assumptions with

which " E. L. G." fills page after page.

One would really suppose that those who object to

this cometic dogma were a mere ignorant minority ;

that no one who really knows " the chief points yet dis

covered respecting comets, the earth, and the properties

of fluids," can possibly require any evidence in support

of it, for with charming naivete " E. L. G." remarks,

" No one so acquainted wottld, I conceive, ask for proof

of anything bo obvious.'1 But as " E. L. G." also Bays-

he stands " alone, unless Mr. Gosse or some other

physicist likes to help " him, therefore, it is evident

that "E. L. G." is alone acquainted with these dis

covered laws. That is the case ; the comet is his own

discovery, unless he got it as a legacy from Whiston.

Now, " E. L. G." commenced this discussion at p. 91,

with a characteristic threat of demolition to every onc-

not inclined to adopt his views, and with a distinct

promise to " show that every kind of evidence that

could be fancied on this point exists. There is no

conflict of evidence; all is harmonious." I have just

measured tho space he has taken up—just 11 J columns ;

and having given us one evidence (as he considers it,

but no one else)—viz., the rounded form of hills and

II eweep vales ; " he again tells us " there is abundant

evidence of a *team comet-fall 50 centuries ago, but not

one of gas, for at least many thousands." Now, if there

is any evidence either of the occurrence or the period,

let us have it, in as few words and as plain a statement

as " E. L. G.'s" peculiarities will permit—but let us

have nothing else. I protest against page after page

being filled np with magniloquent phrases meaning

nothing. It is almost impossible to discuss the subject

at all without shocking many people's feelings, and

possibly injuring some people's faith in matters of first

importance, but it is quite impossible to discuss it in the

absence of a single particle of evidence ; and, for my

own part, these are my last words upon it, at all events

till some evidence is forthcoming, as I have no wish to

have a mere sparring-match with " E. L. G.," which ia

very much like fighting a cloud. Sigma.

"E.L. G." AND THE PROOF OF THE DELUGE,

[4290.]—I too would wish heartily to thank

" E. L. G." for his excellent letters on this subject,

though I feel my doing so may expose me to our

" F. It. A. S.V sneer, and to our friend " SigmaV

scorn. But I am one of those old-faBhioned people

who have not yet been so far " educated'1 as to have come

to regard the Deluge as a "myth," a "grand old

legend," and its recorder, though " learned in all the

knowledge of the Egyptians,1' as no more than Ma

semi- barbarous Hebrew.'1 But, then, I am only an

Irishman, trained in the Irish University of good

Queen Bess, where the professors, as a rule, do not

swallow all LyelL This may be my misfortune ; but,

be that as it may, I hare not given up " the tales of

my childhood," and though I do not go with everything
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" E L. G." sQT'i, I think there is a great deal in what

he has brought forward which no one has as yet pro?ed

false, or shown to be leas likely than what they would

thornselves substitute.

" E. L. G." is right well able to oope with either

" Sigma'' or "F R. A. S.," who, I regret to think,

consider all who differ from their dicta as regards a

flood 5000 years ago to be "playing deliberately into

the hands of the infidel and scoffer.'' I cannot see

how this need be, and, therefore, I venture to point

ont one or two weak points in " Sigma'a " answers, as

it appears to me, and trust he may reconsider what he

has written, or found his objections on something else.

?n " Sfgma's" letter (4086, p. 196), he finds objection

to " E. L.G.V* illustration of the effect of rain in form

ing " furrow vales '* in the earth, and says that its

effect on a heap of clay is not at all applicable to the

form, pa«t or present, of the earth's surfaoe—for that

if any thing is certain it is this, " that the original

condition of the earth wan not that of a mass of clay,

mud, or sand," that " clay, mud, and Band are the pro

ducts of the wearing away of old solid rocks, and are

again parsing into solid rock."

Now, from this one would suppose that " E. L. G.'s"

theory was based on the supposition that at the time of

the flood which he contends for there were no rocks,

that the earth waa only a lamp of clay, sand, and

gravel. Starting, then, with this unfounded supposition,

which he seems to wish to father on" E. L. G.,'' he pro

ceeds to smash it to bits, and tells us that the effect of

" E. L. G.V." comet on this earth (which he " Sigma "

has made for himself) "would be to reduce it to a

true spheroid of rotation covered with water over its

whole surface."

Now I hare read very carefully all that " E. L. G."

has written on this subject, and it seems to me he lias

never once given ground for such an unfounded sup*

position to be attributed to him, and has in more

than one place stated that it is the " drift gravel,'* or

" boulder clay " (let 4157, p. 226), the then loose earth

or disintegrated rock, which he believed the Deluge

had formed and alone could form into " sweep vales.'1

A flood could not in a few days or hours smooth

down a hard jagged rock, and make it into a gentle

sweep, but it might gather around it and over ita mass

of mud, sand, and gravel, and thus form a gentle slope.

If any one doubts this let him walk along the bank of

ft river where there has lately been a flood, and he will

sou so many instances of its effects in forming of mud,

eaud, and gravel, sweep vales and sloping hills in

miniature, that I will venture to eay he will not regard

a fl md which once covered the whole earth at the same

time as a mythical event, but rather as the most

natural way of explaining the numberless foots he

cannot ahnt his eyes to.

" Sigma " seems to think it a more rational ex

planation to believe that there were a number of local

floods—which to prodace the effects must have been

greater than any recorded in profane history or in the

memory or experience of later times, and these great

local floods "constantly happening" (let 4086, p. 196)—

than to believe possible the one great flood recorded in

a book which some still regard a-* divine, and of which

one flood there is traditional record more or less

distinct found amongst all naiions even the most

barbarous, and not amongst the merely " semi-

barbarous Hebrews."

" Sigma " (let 4193, p. 252) says a mass of water

falling over the whole surface would do the reverse of

what " E. L. G." states—i.e.. the sinking of the high

lands, and rising of the sea beds, or as records call it,

the breaking up of all " the fountains or foundations of

the abyss."

Does "Sigma" forget the little but important fact,

that the general surface of the land is somewhat

above the sea level, and therefore, though the water

might rnn into the Bea, it could only do so if the

land did not sink under the weight of water, which,

because of the difference of level wonld first fall on it ?

The question, then, is, would there not hare accumu

lated on the land and into the hollows a weight of

water sufficient to entirely overturn the balance btfore

ft single dr»p bad fallen on the sea. I think there is

no donbt " E. L. G.'s " comet would effect what he

contends for, and not the reverse.

Now, does "Sigma" think that he is arguing

honestly for the truth when be sajB "the 10ft. on the

area of the land wonld be balanced by the 10ft per

-minute on the Bea "t Is be so poor a mathematician

as to think that the water will rnn as quickly off an

inclined plane, and at the samo time do the work of

transporting mad, sand, and gravel, uprooting trees,

shrubs, and everything, and carrying them along n

winding course, and yet only take the same time as it

takes to fall through the height of the inclined piano—

i.e., in other words, does he believe that there wonld

be accumulated on the land no more than 10ft water,

by the same time there was 10ft. on the sea ? How else

could the 10ft. on sea balance the 10ft. on land ? It

would have to balance many times 10ft on the land.

" Sigma " has only to look again at his reasoning in

letter 4193, and he will Bee he is all wrong, and that a

mass of water falling over the whole surface would

certainly increase the pressure on the land moro than

it would on the sea, and first on the land.

Let as take "E. L. G.'s" rainfall of 10ft. per

minute; there are, I imagine, many inland plains or

valleys, call them what you like, and of large extent,

whose level is some thousand feet above the sea. Now

the rain which fell on the highest mountains would

rnn down into these volleys and then form lakes, and

thus there might be concentrated at one point on the

land a pressure many hundred times greater than it had

to bear but a minute before, and this might and

would in certain planes be the case before a

drop of rain had fallen on tho sea. Of course,

till the land began to sink, the water wonld

tend to run off ; but still it would be retarded suffi

ciently to form the elevated lakes I have spoken of.

Bat further, even let ns suppose that the rain began to

fall on the sea at the same time as On the land, or at a

period of time so shortly after as to be inappreciable ;

and so if it wore possible to have 10ft. on sea balancing

the 10ft on laud, it would not have the effect " Sigma "

supposes, for 10ft. on the sea surface would be equal to

the pressure of a column of water 10ft high distributed

equally over all the bottom of the sea, and this it could

bear without any sinking. Now, in the second minute,

10ft. more would be added to the pressure on sea's

bottom, but it would be equally distributed—it would

not be 20ft at one place and 60ft or 100ft. at another ;

it wonld be 20ft pins whatever in the second minute

might have run down off the land, which would not be

more than a foot over the whole sea, if it would

be so much. But what state of things wonld obtain en

the land at end of the same second minute ? In many

places there wonld bo au increased pressure of many

hundred times greater than it had to bear but a moment

bofore, and under this it might begin to yield, and if

it once began it would take some time to stop it and

set it going in the opposite direction. " Sigma " may

know this from bis chemical balance—if he puts too

much in one scale and it begins to descend, a greater

weight in the opposite scale will not at once make it

commence to rise again. Thus the land would first

sink, and could only do ao by raising the bottom of the

sea, whose waters would rash in on the lands, and

thus help to flood and sink them. Debt Kkrac.

F.S.—I trust " E. L. G." will give us some more

proofs. He has many a one who sympathises with

him in his desire, in this and other matters, to have

the truth known and acted on. Let him manfully, yet

humbly, fight, and the victory will not be uncertain.

thongh, perhaps, delayed. If he were not so well able

to hold his own against all comers, more friendB would

speak out. Till help is wanted, it is oftentimes better

withheld. D. E.

THE DELUGE.

[4291.] —While endeavouring to avoid infringing

the law laid down for the exclusion of theological dis

cussions (a law which, however, I much regret, as I long

to break a lance with several of your correspondents),

I wish to address a few words to " K . L. G." on the sub

ject o£ his recent letters on the Deluge. Why does he

give himself the trouble of trying to explain such an

impoesible phenomenon as a universal Deluge, deep

enough to submerge the hills all over the earth, when

there is at hand a far easier solution of the question ?

There had not been time enaugh since the Creation for

men to have spread themselves very far from their first

dwelling place, and, in all probability, their wanderings

were confined to the level valleys, where the existence

of themdelves and their herds could be maintained

with little or no exertion ; therefore, what is more natural

than to suppose that the Deluge, which was really

universal as regards man and his possessions, should

have been only partial as regards the whole earth ?

Provided that it accomplished the destruction of every

human being, this a*' ful instrument of the Divine

wrath had done its work, and farther ravage was un

necessary. God's wisdom in adapting means to an

end will not allow us to suppose that in order to

destroy man. He drowned the whole'earth, where man

had never yet come. We may, therefore, conclude,

until it is proved to the contrary, that the -Deluge was

not universal, hut partial, and confined to those regions

inhabited by man.

Apologising for baring occupied eo much of your

valuable space with these notions of mine, I leave

" E. L. G." to explain to us what became of the water

from his comet, and when that is satisfactorily done,

how specimens of all the creatures of the earth could

have been got into the Ark and preserved from destruc-

tion. If he cannot do this his theory falls to the

ground. Vkrtumxus.

MORE PROOFS OF THE DELUGE.—II.

[4292 ] —" As lakes and river systems," says Darwin,

in his famous work on " Natural Selection," chap, xii.,

" as lakes and river systems are separated from each

other by barriers of land, it might have been thought

that fresh-water productions would not have ranged

widely within the same conntry ; and, as the sea is

apparently a still more formidable barrier, that they

woald never have extended to distant countries."

Certainly that seems, on any Lyellist view of Geology,

vory obvious. Of the three mansions of terrestrial

creatures, land, sea, and fresh -water, the second alone

has free connection round the globe, or over most of

its face, having bat a few detached outliers, as the

Caspian and minor salt lakes. The first, the land, is

mainly in two masses, but neither exceeding its half,

and the outliers (of which our Britain is only about

the twelfth largest) vastly more numerous than those

of ealt water. But the fresh-water mansion, widely

different in plan from either, is in countless thousands

of separate chambers, the largest barely holding a

fraction of a tithe of it, and all of them as separate

and permanently inaccessible now to their inhabitant!;,

each from each, even when as near as the Thames and

Medway, as are the earth and moon. Assuredly, few

things could be plainer than that as long as " causes

now in action " were uninterrupted, the mansion most

uniformly stocked must be the sea ; next to it the con

tinents, and possibly some or many islands to which

their land creatures and plants (or eggs and seeds of

them) might be occasionally carried on driftwood, by

birds, or even on ice; but that the fresh water, in its

myriad isolated systems, each locked up in its own

valley, must have the diverse, localised and peculiar

stocks. Now hear Darwin proceed:—"But the case

is exactly the reverse. (Ill) Not only have many

fresh-water species, belonging to quite different classes,

an enormous range, but allied species prevail in a

romarkable manner throughout the world. I well

remember, when first collecting in the fresh waters of

Brazil, feeling much surprised at the similarity of the

fresh-water insects, shells, 4c, and at the dissimilarity

of the surrounding terrestrial beings, compared with

those of Britain."

"With respect to plants," he ndds, "it has Iocs:

been known what enormons ranges many fresh water

and even marsh specieB have, both over continents and

the most remote oceanic islands. This is strikingly

shown, as remarked by Alph. do Candolle, in large

groups of terrestrial plants, which have only ft very

few aquatic members ; for these latter seem immediately

to acquire, as if in consequence, a very wide range."

That is, in such a group or family the majority of the

members, those of drjt habitat, with their free run of all

their continent's uplands and connected frame, these are

all localised; but the fewer branches of the family that

need marsh or even constant water, and so are locked

in by hills, each to its particular vale or basin, " these

latter seem immediately to acquire, as if in con

sequence (1), a very wide range," or "enormous ranges,

both over continents and the most remote oceanic

islands" I f

Now, surely, if "the distribution of living beings'' is to

prove anything at all (as " S°ntalinua" and your other

correspondents tell us it must, though I hare demolished

any connection between their facts and their dogma

about deluges), here is a startling world-wide class of

facts, according to Darwin and Do Candolle, than

whom I know of no higher " authorities " on this

distribution, that must go to prove something! Tho

trouble taken by Darwin, as detailed in the rest of that

chapter, is truly worth reading. Nothing leas could

impress on minds like our " F.R.A.8.," M. Paris,

" Osa," &c.t the transcendent irreooncileableness of the

above general facts with his baseless Lyellian dogma

All these elaborate experiments with dack's feet, ate.,

to prove what? Only barely to maka ont a

possibility of some occasional transfer of fresh-water

seeds or on from one country to another over sea, or

over hills (though the latter, iudeed, the commoner

problem, is not solved at all)—a bare chance of u>i/v

fresh-water organisms happening now and then to

obtain diffusions approaching or distantly imitating

what is general to most of the sea and dry land ones.

This is the utmost the experiments establish (if so

much), when, by Darwin's own acoonut, as you see

above, the thing to be explained is not a diffusion of

| some, nay, not even of all or the generality of fresh

water species, partly, or ovnn quite as well as most sea

or land species ; but a diffusion of them as a (ft-n-Til

rule, wider and over more "enormous ranges" than

the sea and land ones !

In short, if snch things are evidence at all.

while there is absolutely no evidence of all or the

generality of land having ever, in any geologio period.

\ been connected, or even the whole of the salt waters

having been so, it is quite otherwise with the fresh.

There is juRt all the evidence the nature of the case

would aiem to admit of, that {he fresh waters have been

connected, and this in quite the modern geologio period,

that of the existing (not extinct) plants and animal-.

No shadow of evidence, indeed, for any of the mint

" partial deluges " of " F. R. A. B.," and others—(can

none of the geologers, by the way, tell us the limits of

even the very last ? I do not even ask for the last but

one of these deluges)—no single fact for any one of the--

uncaused and, as far as they have shown, sheeriv

miraculous deluges, baseless myths of their imagiat-

tions ; but on the other hand, all tho evidence that

could well be imagined (consistently with known la?

that once, in recent ages, a layer of fresh water has

covered both our continents and oceans at once.

And so, if it be known, as M. Paris tells us, p. 255

(but it is still unknown to me), that mere freshets o:

Indian rivers kill "millions of sea fish," then, probably,

their mourner has to mourn the death, at that delay*

(the sole traceable one), of still more of his marine

friends ; unless there be reasons (as there may be plectj

neither known nor knowable) for a vertical accession o:

fresh water killing fewer than a lateral. Bat whether

more or fewer, billion? or tens, I fail to trace out

connection of their deaths with our argument.

Now, being in this twelfth chapter of Darwin, we

may as well quote his other grand puzzle, that of ik*

beings on "oceanic islands." First, he tells up, "Tht

species of all kinds which inhabit oceanic islands or«

few in number compared with those on equal confc-

nental areas. Alph. de Candolle admits this for plant-.

and Wollaston for insects." Of this he proceeds b

give very striking examples ; all New Zealand, for in

stance (equal ia extent and climates to Italy and Siw>

together), having fewer species than a bit of m. -

continents of a hundredth its size and but one an ifore

climate—nay, than a civilised isle as small and anifor^

as Auglesea I This fewness of species (in either king

dom) on each single pelagic island, and, moreover,

their separatencss on islands even within sight of esx£

other (which astonishes Lyell in the case of Madeira

and Porto Santo, two very ancient isles, long, lot*

ante-Noachian)—these two facts, especially cooplx

as he says, with great similarity in their fossil ez*»V i

species, are two quite general facts, for which neither

he nor any of his school hare suggested the slighted

explanation; indeed, have tacitly quite given itnp

though, of course, there is a theory, that of the "setrv

barbarous Hebrews," that ao obviously fits pat m*

both, that it would be an insult to the common son**? J

your readers to give its explanation of either.
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The same, of coarse, applies to the following of

Darwin's facts—" Oceanic islands are sometimes deft-

dentin animals of certain whole classes. . . All

such differences in number, and the absence of certain

whole groups of animals and plants on ulands are

generally accounted for" (i e.., said in oth*r books to

be so) " by rnppo-ed differences in their physical con

ditions ; bat this explanation is not a little doubtful.

With respect to the absence of whole order* of animals

ou oceanic inlands, Bory de St. Vincent long ago re

marked that Batraehians (froR?, toads, newts) are never

fonnd on nuv of the many islands with whioh the great

oceans are studded. . . . This general absence of frogs,

toads, and newt*, on so many oceanic inlands cannot

be accounted for by their physical conditions. Indeed,

it seems that islands ore peculiarly well fitted for these

animals j for frogs hare been introduced into Madeira,

the Azores, and Mauritius, and hare so multiplied as

to become a nuisance. . . . Bnt why, on the theory

of creation, tbey should not have been created there,

it would bo difficult to explain." Certainly, I agree

with the eminent natnralist, very difficult indeed I

especially as it seems plenty of fossil extinct species

of such absent orders did exist even on islands !

"Mammals," he proceeds, "offer another and a

similar case. I have careful h- searched the oldest

voyages, and as yet I have not fonnd a single instance

free from doubt, of a terrestrial mammal {excluding

domesticated animals kept by tbe natives) inhabiting

an island situated above 800 miles from a continent

or great continental island ; and many islands situated

at a much less distance are equally barren. . . Yet

it cannot be said that small islands will not support at

least small mammals, for they occur in many parts of

the world on very small islands, when lying clone to a

continent ; and hardly an island can be named on which

our smaller quadrupeds have not become naturalised

and greatly multiplied. It cannot be said on the ordi

nary view of creation " (what on earth is the ordinary

view of creation ?—I am at a loss to conjecture) " that

there has not been time for the creation of mammals ;

many volcanic islands are sufficiently ancient." (1 ! I)

What precise antiquity this requires, I cannot find the

learned creationist to have anywhere told us. Accord

ing to Milton, the only other authority at hand, not a

great period :—

The grassy clods then calved ; then half appear'd

The tawny lion, pawing to get free

His hinder part?.

But Darwin proceeds : "Although terrestrial mammals

do not occur on oceanic islands, aerial mammals do

occur on almost every island. Why, it may be asked,

has the creative force produced bats, and no other

mammals on remote islands ? On my view this can

be easily answered, for no terrestrial mammal can be

transported across a wide space of sea, but bats can

fly across." Certainly, that is a ready explanation on

one view, but I was not aware Darwin's view was the

one to yield it. "No terrestrial mammal can be

transported across a wide space of sea" I But what

need, O Darwin, on your view, to be transported tn

the island any more than bats ? Why not be developed

there ? Since you say, " it cannot be said there has

not been time," and "many volcanic islands are

sufficiently ancient, as shown by the stupendous

degradation which they have suffered, and by their

tertiary strata." Ton explain indeed "easily" (and

by notkiug pc cnliarly Darwinian) the presence of the

bats, but not the larger fact, the absence of all the

other mammals l

Bat we have not exhausted, wo have not yet come

to the climax of, Darwin's diluvian proofB. "He who

admits the doctrine of the creation of each separate

species will have to admit that a sufficient number of

the be -t adapted plants and animals have not been

[later edition, " were not "J created on oceanic islands,

for man has unintentionally stocked them far more

fully and perfectly than has Nature " (later edition,

"than did Nature''). Assuredly I Thou you see,

Nature, or Creation, or natural Selection 'which ever

of the three terms you prefer), if acting in regard to I

islands, has been a stupendous blunderer indeed !

Widely different from what it has done on continent?,

and in seas, and even tho nowinfinitely separatedbits I

of fresh water, more numerous and even smaller

than islands on the whole I Just observe ! In one or |

two centuries only, our ships merely happen, by blind

chance, to carry into most islands, plants or animals

so vastly fitter to their physical conditions than the

native species that have been there, according to

Darwin's present faith—faith in the Lyellian priest

hood—for thousands of centuries at least, as to starve

out, crowd oat, and exterminate, in a single century,

these ancient, million -year- settled possessors of the

soil! Oh, blundering natural process! With all this

unlimited bank of " Time, tim«, time " (as Scrope hath

it), to draw upon, natural selection is unable (according

to the Tery prophet thereof), unable in all these million

ages, either to develop in, or get into these islands, a

stock half so fitted to them as man unintentionally

■■'>., tnan'a ship-, by pure chance) happens to introduce

in one short century 1

And this same process observe, infallible, as all

admit, in stocking regions where it once operates, even

for a generation or two I A crux indeed for Darwin,

under Lyellian bonds, all this insular misdistribution 1

But taken in connection with all else, with the uniform

age of deltas, and waterfalls, and peat-bogs, the

universal dilaviation, the flood-scoured snrface, the

boulder-drift, swept and lodged in every isle and

every river-vale alike, the iceberg-dropped trains of

" grey wethers," and other erratic blocks—what can be

plainer? Between land and land, no such cause as

natural selection, no mgutar or continuing cause, has

operated at all In the present distribution of life. It

is found, as regards islands, to be mere mis- distribn*

tion ; therefore, the work of nothing regular or long

continued, bat of sheer accident, tho sudden accidents

of some quick, sharp, sadden catastrophe.

E. L. G.

A BATCH FBOM MR. BOTTONE.

[429B.3—(4266.)—Sulphur ab a Bleaching Agent.

—Sulphurous acid and its congeners are powerful

reducing agents, bat they require certain favourable

circumstances to bring their deoxidising powers into

play. Sulphurous aahydride cannot of itself absorb

oxygen from the air, but in contact with steam and an

oxide of nitrogen it does so readily. A strong Bolutinn

of snlphnrous acid ia water is tolerably permanent, (/

air be excluded, but after the lapse of some weeks part

of the water is decomposed, hydrogen is set free, and

sulphuric acid is formed, thus :—

H230s + H20 = H2304 + Ha.

The presence of organic matter seems particularly

favourable to the production of this effect, and in

many cases the organic matter absorb* the hydrogen

liberated. Cases however occur in which the hydrogen

is not absorbed. It by no means follows, however, that

the result of the deoxidation is insoluble, as " A. E. S."

seems to infer. The following equations may be

acceptable, as illustrative of the effect of sulphurous

acid in several cases : —

Blae Sulphurous Wafo_ Snlphurio White
Indigo. Acid. wawr- Acid. Indigo.

2CbHcNO + HaSOs + H20 -=

Water.

HiSO; + CisHiaN2Oa

R—■ EM5E

CjoIIiyOa + H2SO;

Alloxan.

H2O

Sulphurous

Acid.

H2SO1

Sulphurio

Acid.

+ c^n-iOj

Alloxantine.

2CiHaNa0< + H3SO3 - H^SOj + CsHiN407

New Method of Obtaining Potassifsi (p. 273).—

This is by no means a novelty. In 1805, while at

Not- arn, I prepared both potassium and Bodium by the

action of iron filings on the respective sulphides. The

mode of operation quoted last week is, however, far

from being the best. I found that a straight gun-

barrel, with the nipple plugged, and inclosed in fire

clay, is the best retort to be got. This is charged with

the alkaline sulphide and irrn filings, laid transversely

in a furnace, while a short U-shaped tube, carrying a

globnlo of mercury, and fitted with a cork, is kept in

readiness. More than three-quarters of the gun-barrel

must project from the farnace, and be kept cool by

artificial meant. When the body of the gnn-batrel

has attained a cherry red beat, the bent tube and cork

is to be inserted into the cold end of tbe barrel. The

heat must now be increased and kept up for about an

hour. The glass tube iunv now be corked and tbe gun-

barrel allowed to cool. When quite, cold the mercury

tube is to be removed, and the potassintn, which will bn

found condensed at the cool end of the gun-barrel,

quickly removed by a bent scraper, and preserved

nnder naphtha. If the heat be sufficiently high all the

potassium will oe expelled from the sulphide.

S. BOTTONE.

ANALYSES FROM GEORGE E. DAVIS.

[42911—I dark say " S. S.," who inserted a query

in the English Mechanic some time since, must

have thought I did not mean to reply, seeing that I

hod let such a long time slip over without taking any

apparent notice. I promised to perform the analyses

when I had sufficient leisure, and now that time ha*

arrived, I hasten to publish the results, so that " S. S."

may publish tbe analyses he has received from the

"leader" already spoken of,

A qualitative analysis only has been made, and

therefore to Bay how the bases and acids are combined

would be simply an absurdity. I give them separately;

but if " S. S." particularly requires a qualitative

analysis made, I will do so for a consideration, which,

in the present instance, will be rather high.

To proceed with the bnttlo marked " No. 1 Liquid," I

found as follows :—Acid Radicles : Chlorine, phosphoric,

sulphuric, carbonic, Basyls : Aluminium, sodium, trace

of iron. Xeutral Sidatances : Water, with a very small

quantity of a fatty acid.

The following is the analysis of the liquid contained

in the bottle marked " No. 2 Liquid :" —Add Radicles :

Chlorine, hyposnlphnrous, sulphuric, carbonic, phos

phoric, nilicic. linsyfo; Aluminium, sodium, potassium,

traces of iron. Neutral Substance: Water.

The tin canister containing a paste, and labelled

" Composition FaBte for Analysis," gave, ou examining

the contents, tbe following result :—Partly decomposed

organised substance, sodium hamate, with traces of

copper sulphate.

Having now given the results of the qualitative

examination, I should like to know what my friend

" W. II." has done. I should like him to write mo

personally, especially if " W. R." should happen to be

■ R. W." George E. Davis,

Rodcliffe, near Manchester, May 80.

AN IMPROVED BEEHIVE.

[4295.}—Though " Bee-Keeper," in bis Interesting

letter (4187, p. 251) does not expressly say so, no doubt

one reason for making tbe sides of his hive so thick

and durable is to protect his bees from cold, which is

advantageous not only to save them from danger, bnt

for economy of food. Mr. Pagden, of Alfriston. in his

clever little book, called " £70 a year : How I Hade it

by my Beep," says at p. 29 that he bos proved by

weighing hives containing few and many bees that

nearly as much honey is consumed in winter by a

Bmall as by a large number, a fact mentioned by many

writers, though " no one," he says, " has been able

satisfactorily to explain how this mysterious fact is

to be accounted for."

Though it is unsafe to conclude that a general rulo

is established by one experiment, however apparently

satisfactory, I believe that it is true that many bees

in a hive do require much less honey in proportion

to their numbers than few, and that tbe explanation

is that when many are together they keep each other

warm with less proportionate comumption of food as

fuol (which honey chiefly is) when not used up in tbe

secretion of wax. It is well known that all animals

eat less whenever they are less exposed to cold, and bees

wben warm and not needing *rax require but little

heat-producing food. If this be the correct explana

tion, it follows that hives shonld be verv well protected

from ■ .-j (I in winter, and fortunately the same mean?

will be effectual in protecting tbem from heat ia

summer if sufficient ventilation be provided for, but

tbey will at all times need a great deal more air than

" E. L. G." queerly thinks enough for us—namely,

" just as much as is breathed, neither more nor less,"

and if they do not get far more, they will soon wont

none at all, neither should we if silly enough to con

fine pnrselves to his allowance.

I do not know whether the experiment has ever

been tried, but it is, I think, worth trying, if it would

not pay to reduce the consumption of honey by bets

in winter, by very gently warming their bivei, or lhe>

air entering them artificially. It would have to bo

done very cautiously, lest warmth should stimulate*

them to unnatural activity. Possibly some of your

correspondents may know if the experiment has been?

tried, and with what result. I know that hives ore

sometimes warmed to remove damp, bat con heat bo

used to save food ? Philo.

REVOLVING PUDDLING FURNACE.

[4296.] —The question as to Mr. Danks being tho

original inventor of the revolving puddling furnace will

from present appearances have to be decided in a court

of law ; but as to who has tbe credit of perfecting the in

vention there is no doubt Mr. Danks is entitled to it.

A similar manner of puddling was tried years ago at

Dowlais and failed ; since then Mr. Danks informs tho

trade that he has succeeded in what the Dowlais Com

pany failed in, which in a great measure he has

done by using a new description of "fettling." This

has been proved by tbe commission sent out by the

Iron and Steel Institute (of which " G. S." seems in

clined to speak disparagingly), one of the leaders

of the commission being from tbe very pla~e

where tho invention was originally tried. If

Mr. Danks's invention is adopted generally, an<t

tho economical working which is claimed for it

I proved to satisfaction, then the Steel Institute has

1 performed a service for this country, which, per-

| haps, " G. S." may probable in the future acknowledge.

Trevithick invented and patented the first locomotive

made, but George Stephenson mode the locomotive a

success.

The remarks of "G. S." about the new Institute are

very undeserved; tbey are doing a good work, which

is acknowledged by foreigners of the highest distinction

ia the iron trade, such as M. Schneider and others ;

and as to his remarks about " gushing votes of thanks

from lordly lips," when " G. 8." can benefit mankind

by writing such an inaugural address as the late noble

President did at the first meeting of the Institute, he

will be listened to as an authority. " G. S.'' mast re

member he belongs to an honourable profession, which

deservedly boasts of an institute in connection with it

similar to the Iron and Steel Institute to the iron trade.

A Member of the Iron and Steel Institute.

ENTOMOLOGICAL.—(II.)—ON LARV2E.

[4207]—Thb apparatus required in collecting larvae-

is a metal larva-box, a large cotton umbrella, a strong

wire ring-net, a stiok, and a box to put food in to

bring it home. Some collectors prefer chip boxes to

metal ones, bat they are liable to break in and kill tbe

larvm.

Thus equipped, the collector may set out. When

a suitable locality is reached, he should proceed to

beat the trees and bushes, holding the umbrella under

neath to catch the larvte that fall, which may then be

boxed with some of their food plant. Many Iottib wilt

contrive la elude observation by being quite still, and

others, such as that of tho Brimstone Moth, look more

liko pieces of stick than anything else.

Another method of collecting larvs is to sweep over

the herbage with the net, and no obtain many larva

wbich could be found in no other way.

Concerning the best time of the year for collecting

larvro, I think all seasons are good, bat early in the

spring, in February or March, many otherwise

unobtainable larvio may be found on grassy banks.

The next best Beason is about the end of May or

beginning of June, when the trees have been in leaf

some time. Lastly, many hybernatiug larvae may bo

found just before the leaves drop off. Just before and)
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j oat after snnset are the best times, thnngh the collector

will meet with Bnccess all day long. Some larrss are

gTeat wood borers, snch as Cossus ligniperda (Goat),

but the collector may be deceived by the borings of

beetles, when he expects a good lepidopterons larva ;

the different appearance of the holes mnst, of course,

be learnt by experience. Other larvop, snch as that of

Catocaln nupttt (Red Underwing), rest during the day

on the bark of their food tree (willow), artfolly concealed

from general observation by the similarity in their

colonr to the bark of the tree, and by their filling np

the hollows in it.

Lastly, the presence of birds, snch as tits and

creeperB, shows that larva}—which are their food—are

close at hand, and this onght to make the collector

even more active in hia search. Ento.

BONES AS MANURE.

[4298.)—Some of your correspondents appearing

interested in the question of manures, especially

artificial and dissolved bones, I forward a clipping

which may be found useful.

The complaint of frand in the manufacture of com

mercial manures gives rise to many questions concern

ing tho manufacture of bones into some available form

by the farmer himself. Bones and coprolites are al

most the only reliable sources of supply to replace the

phosphates ; but bones broken into fragments of not

more than an ounce in weight each will, nnder ordi

nary circumstances, remain in the soil nndecomposed

for half a century, and consequently but little benefit

will be derived from their use. Bones, to be of imme

diate value, mnst be ground fine ; but this with " raw

bones " is a very difficult process. When subjected to

the action of high steam they lose all their oil and a

large portion of the gelatine, thns becoming brittle, and

easily ground in a common mill. The same end can

be reached more directly by burning the bones, the

waste being merely the animal matter contained in

them. The phosphate of lime is unaffected by either

steaming or burning. The mineral part of the bones

thus separated, will be found to consist substantially

of 45 per cent, of phosphoric acid and 65 of lime. This

compound is insoluble in pure water, and but very

sparingly soluble in rain water charged with carbonic

acid. If we take this " bone phosphate " and add to it

a little more than half its weight of snlphuric acid

(commercial oil of vitriol), we shall in a few days pro

duce a new compound, in which the sulphuric acid has

removed two-thirds of the lime from the bones, com

bining with it to form gypsum, supplying the place of

the lime thus removed with water. This is a true

soluble superphosphate. Its elements are :—Phosphoric

acid, 60-69 ; lime (calcium), 2393 ; water, 1538.

This mags will be found very tenacious, and some

what difficult to handle. To remedy this it should be

mix6d, in snfiloient quantities to render it dry, with

some good absorbent, snch as dry swamp muck reduced

to a powder, or with ground charcoal, or even with

road dust. Lime or ashes should never be need for

this purpose.

Several farmers might co-operate in the construc

tion of a mill, and thus produce the bone meal which

they use at prime cost. From this, they can make

their own superphosphate, and use it either by itself

or mixed with composted manure.

But bones may be reduced to a very fine state of

division by the use of strong wood ashes, and thus,

presenting a large surface to the solvent action of

water and carbonic acid in the soil, may be of great

value in maintaining fertility. The following formula

has been suggested for using bones with ashes :—

Founds.

Ground bones 100

Strong wood ashes 400

Soda nitrate 70

Epsom salts 10

Dissolve the soda nitrate and Epsom salts in suffi

cient water to thoroughly moisten the ashes and bone

meal. Mix well, and let it stand ten days, stirring it

daily. Use some absorbent, snch as dry muck pul

verised, to dry the mass and reduce it to powder.

Kainite may be substituted for the ashes, in whole or

in part. This amount used on an acre will have a

marked effect on the crop.

In some parts a difficulty will be found in obtaining

the quantity of wood ashes here mentioned, bnt it

should be remembered that almost any vegetable refuse

will answer the purpose—the haulm of potatoes and

the clippings of hedges and trees being possibly more

serviceable than the ashes of burnt wood.

Many persons who hare studied the question are

firmly convinced that the stimulating manures, such as

contain ammonia are rarely required, that plants will

obtain all of this that is absolutely necessary from the

atmosphere, and the rain which brings it down into

the soil ; and all that the farmer need do is to supply

phonphoric acid, and the special salts, which an

analysis of the soil may show to be necessary—e.g.,

potash for potatoes. B. T, R.

PURE GEOMETRY OF 113 : 855.

[4299.]—Sinck in this approximation to circumfe

rence 855 = 15» + 9» + V. and 118 = 8> + 7», I find

this permits of a geometric result excluding arith

metical divisions, <■ g., M N = 11 P Q - 1 R S etc

7

On diameter A B of a circle, radius A C = 1, extended

to B D = B C, erect perpendicular AEG, A E = E G

= side inscribed square = J2. From E. radius A D

= 3, cut A D in F .•. A F» = E F» - A Ea = 9 - 2 =

7, A G» =■ 4 . 2 = 8, hence G F is cut by perpendicular

A H in ratio 8 : 7 :: OH : F H = G Q on G F,

whereon H J = Q H gives C J = 9.

Next, on H A make HM = HF, GM= VllS in

same nnits: then FK1GP = GJ gives G K =

V80B = 15» + 9*;KL1GK->FH gives G L =

V806 + 4» = 855 ; G N 1 GL = GM;GP1LN,

whence N P ; P L : : 113 : 355.

Further, ^J?= 2 /7_AJ,

AC 15

'. M falls between A and H.

FH

15

I stipend

late friend,

1863), and

root of s of
o

some appropriate fractions, devised by my

C. J. Willich {PhiloHophical Magazine, May,

resolved by me. Note specially the cube

« -
855

113

- 0 000002 =
5 x 71

64 + 49 + 72

T = 7
- 0-000001,6 =

7

HBO 784 + 18

<fi -
2-27

28

+ 0000039 =
441 + 9 + 4

8li + 9 + 1

x3 «,
23200

763

- 0 000022 =
200 100 + 16

7 100 + 9

«/<r =

296

167'

+ 0000001 -
100 + 198

100 + 49 + 18

v» =
331

226

- 0-000010 =
225 + 81 + 25

2(113)

I4E
- 0000012 =

144 + I

•207
25B + 1

V* =
457

5ti7

_ 0000000,5 =
441 + 16*

0 21 .27

Hp. log. i —

K7

70

_ 0000007 -
8 29

4 ' 19

Mod. log. =

195

4i'J

+ 0000004 =
15.18

400 + 49

Base h. 1. =

12G4

465

+ 0000002 =
16.79

15.31

* Hence (8 - 8) (8 + 4) : 8* : : 1 - Vi-i-V-;

nearly.

I find namber of times every digit of t occurs in the

first nix hundred decimals of Mr. Shanks' value to be

as follows :—

To dec... 0 1 2 ,3 4 5 6 7 8 9

100th

Add™

8 S

12

12

12

11 In

12

8

IS

9 8 12 14

11 8 7 4 13 9

200th

Add „

10

7

SO 24 19

12

■2-1

15

211 16

1*

12

7

25 23

9 7HI 11

300th 26

11

80

13

35

9

31

8

37

10 12

31

11

19

7

34 30

10 9

40Oth 37

6

43

16

44

9

39

12

4T ;I9

11

42

5

26

12

44 8*

7 10 10

sooth 43

13

59

4

53

11

61

13

50 47

If

38

8

64 51

5 1510 il

600th 66 61 64 64 64 56 63 46 69 66

Here the same namber is repeated as follows :—

No. 4 repeated 2 times 8

.. 5 h a „ io

i. « 2 , 12

.. 7 „ 7 ,, 49

,, 3 „ 7 , 60

„ 0 6 , 54

„ 10 ,. 6 „ 60

» 11 ., 7 „ 77

,, M „ 11 132

,, 18 „ 4 52

„ 14 „ 1 , 14

ii 15 „ 4 ,, 60

n 16 „ 1 16

Sam 60 600

For 600th, repeat 1.1.1.7.6.6.5.6.11.2.1.2.1

times. S. M. Drach.

DETERMINING THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF

POROUS SUBSTANCES.

[4800.]—The plan suggested by Dr. G. E. Morse,

described at p. 220t appears to be well suited for the

purpose; bnt not better, I think, than the old one—

proposed, I believe, by Sir John Leslie—of inclosing

in the npper part of a glass tube a known weight of

the substance whose bnlk has to be determined, so that

its specific gravity may be calculated. The tnbe,

which mnst be more than 15in. long, is placed in a

larger tnbe filled with mercury till the surface of the

liquid metal corresponds with a mark on the inner

tube; the top of this is then closed air-tight, and the

tnbe raised until the mercury in it stands half the

height at which the barometer is standing at the time ;

of course, the air in the tube being thus relieved of

half the compressing force of the atmosphere, expands

to twice its original volume. As half of the expanded

air occupies the part of the space above the mark

whioh is not occupied by the solid matter, and half the

space between that mark and the top of the mercury.

the space oecupied by the mercury, which stands in the

tnbe higher than it would do if no solid matter were

contained in it, is equal to the spare occupied by such

solid matter, less any air or other elastic fluid that

may be united with it mechanically. This volume

may be estimated with very small error by weighing

the mercury, its weight being great in proportion to

the bulk it occupies. There may, however, be some

objection to the use of this simple instrument not

known to me. Philo.

DR. CARPENTER AND PERSPECTIVE.

[4301.]—The reason, I think, why a picture does

not embrace so many degrees vertically as horizon

tally is because it represents a scene more or less de

fined, viewed by an eye directed to one point. The

natural shape of a picture is, therefore, an ellipse, of

which the major is to the minor axis as 3 to 2.

" B. D. T." (let. 4190, p. 252), whose previous letter I

waa not so nncourteous as to reply to without reading,

will see that our tower need not be made up of parallel

lines to snit a rectangular representation of the scene.

" E. L. G." (let. 4189) gives the better reason, but as

he adds that pictnres are not always viewed from the

point of Bight, it is unnecessary for me to say more

than this, that as they are to be the best representa

tions possible, nnder all circumstances we may be

surer of the real truth by following what must be de

picted on the glass plane of projection—namely, con-

vergency. I do not quite agree about the correction

of the eye, although quite aware tlmt we really see not

by the eye, but by the brain. A plane of projection

being an entirely artificial matter is changed by the

slightest movement of the eye. I have never seen the

book referred to by "E. H." (let 4191). To him, as to

" E. L. GM" I reply, a picture is not mathematically

arranged, but is a compromise, and is painted for

effect. Architectural photographs are simplv horrible.

M. Pabis.

PATNE'S MAGNETIC ENGINE, 4c.

[4802.]—Os p. 611 of your last volume "Sigma"

asked in a very pointed way, " Where's the peck of

pepper Peter Piper picked ?" I have just eome across

a piece of " intelligence " which will supply him with

the not unexpected information. According to the New

York Telegrapher, the " peck of pepper" cannot be found ;

for it seems the Electro-magnetic-wood-sawing-and*

driving- men - of - war- across • the • Atlantic - for - nothing

Company has "gone up"; that Peter Piper himself

has "left for the East, where the wise men eame

from," and that the stockholders have experienced an

electric shock in the shape of a total loss of their

money—3,000,000 dollars.

In other words, Mr. Paine has failed to do what he

publicly stated, with much show of offended dignity and

injured innocence, he had done and could do, and has

retired from the country to " perfect the details " of bis

machine in quiet. So far Mr. Paine. What has

become of Mr. Slater's engine, of which at one time

we heard so much from Mr. Highton ? The latter

gentleman appears to have given np attempting to

perfect its details, as his attention is now devoted to

telegraphing throngh uninsulated sub-marine wires,

which of course would be much cheaper than the

rather costly cabloa found necessary in practice. Mr.

Highton surely owes it to science to make as full a

report of his failure as he did of the "facts" by

which he thought to overthrow the experiments of Joule.

I would also ask Dr. Packman how he is progressing

with his steam-engine, mentioned on p. 253 of

Vol. XIV., and when the promised description is likely

to delight the hearts of "our " readers.

Saul Rymka.

SUPPORT OF SPINNING TOP.—UPWARD

DEFLECTION OF BULLET.

[4303.]—It is a misfortune that many men of great

talent waste their time and ensrgies in attempting to

prove why some particular effect is produced, without

in the first place ascertaining what the fact really i«.

Many of us hare heard of the glass globe pnxzle. the

question being, " How is it that a live fish added to a

globe partly filled with water does not increase its

weight?" The learned of the time entered freely into

the discussion, which came to an untimely end or a

cynic requiring the globe to be weighed before and

after the addition of the fish. Mr. Taylor says he

"shall be much surprised ti hear that a spinning-top

will stand in vacuo for a moment." Would he be

very much surprised to hear that Faraday kept a top

spinning in vacuo for one hour and forty minutes ?


